INCOME VERIFICATION

Approve quality residents faster than ever

Replace manual screening efforts with a fast and multilayered system. Quickly vet income using a combination of automation and AI to validate employment history, banking information and paystubs. Achieve one of the highest completion rates in the industry.

REDUCE RISK
Protect assets by creating an additional layer of fraud prevention.

INCREASE CONFIDENCE
Use big data and machine learning to optimize applicant screening.

SECURE APPLICANTS
Make it easier for applicants to become residents.

yardi.com/resident-screening
SCREENINGWORKS PRO INCOME VERIFICATION

INSTANT VERIFICATION
Accelerate income confirmation through automation and AI working with the nation’s largest source of real-time income data.

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
Expedite processes for both parties. Offer applicants open banking or paystub uploading to confirm their current income.

AUTOMATED PROCESSES
Save time and increase efficiency by eliminating manual verification processes. Reduce oversights and inaccuracies.

COMPREHENSIVE RECORDS
Get access to 350+ million records from over 80% of Fortune 500 companies and federal employers via The Work Number.

VERIFY WITH EASE
Screening applicants is now easier — and faster — than ever. Add Income Verification and ID Verify to ScreeningWorks Pro for a complete fraud management system that fully integrates with Voyager, RentCafe and RentCafe CRM Flex.
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